










WHAT IS SCIENCE? METHODOLOGICAL PITFALLS UNDERLYING THE EMPIRICAL EXPLORATION OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
Dominika A.-Yaneva

A b s t r a c t
The validity of 3 premises, set as foundational pillars of modern sociological approach to science, is contested, namely: i/ the postulate, stating that science is devoid of whatever generis specifica ii/ it is liable to the usual empirical study iii/the practicing scientist’s self-reflexive judgements must be disbelieved and rejected. Contrariwise, the ignored so far quaint nature of knowledge, escaping even from the elementary empirical treating – discernment & observation – is revealed and demonstrated. This peculiar nature requires, accordingly, a specific meta-cognitive dealing for positing it as ‘empirical object’, unfortunately missed by the Strong Programme. The inadequate approach adopted led to a substitution of ‘scientific’ for common knowledge. The tacit thus far alternative methodology, setting the foundations of meta-science, is outlined. 

	A neat intention to explore empirically scientific knowledge ‘as a natural phenomenon’ was declared some 30 years ago by the Edinburgh Programme. The empirical stance to scientific knowledge thus announced was a brave bid, temerity at sight, a promise for radicalism: the naturalistic approach was presented as a reliable means to ‘explain the very content and nature of scientific knowledge’ (Bloor D., 1976-91, p.3). The peculiar specifics of such object, entailing a lot of methodological hardships for applying the usual empirical analysis, escaped from notice and were initially neglected. Had this path led away or astray the proper nature of science looked for?
1. First strangeness: unobservable 
	Everybody is so accustomed to and familiar with this splendid creation of humankind  - knowledge, that one is hardly prone to perceive its strangeness, its obstinate temper, not lending itself  to be observed like stars or trees or birds. Only at first glance, knowledge manifests the virtue of an object, a material formation, counter-standing its Observer. Alas, observable or visible, or liable to be heard and touched are but some of its incarnations – sounds, gestures, scriptures. Surprisingly, no ‘extraction’ out the physical properties of the words or texts of its embodiment yields even a molecule of knowledge.  How then an Observer could discern if ‘knowledge’ is available or lacking behind the sounds or the spots on a stained papyrus? Seemingly, a peculiar ‘device’ is needed to indicate the presence or lack of ‘knowledge’ therein – namely, an appropriately ‘processed’ (cultivated or trained) person, able to detect knowledge in speech or scribbles on paper. Is knowledge lacking therein – when the indicator’s reaction is negative - or the person-indicator is not the suitable person? The puzzle of preliminary discernment of knowledge beneath its material embodiments is now shifted into a harder one – a discernment of the ‘knowledgeable person’ (how just - through the state of his brain neurons?). Thus, the first strangeness of knowledge emerges as self-containment: it dwells somewhere in-between the forms-incarnations and the suitably ‘processed’ people, able to understand it. What is just ‘understanding’ we still ignore but seemingly this property makes one with knowledge. Imagine a further nuance – there is ‘knowledge’ ‘in’ the stained paper and simultaneously the Indicator is appropriately trained to understand spoken or written language and inscriptions used; but he ignores what knowledge could be in the meanings deciphered. How then will he report his finding to a curious Observer-outsider? How much knowledge contains the word stone, for instance, if it denotes all possible stones in the Universe? Is a geographical map knowledge or a picture and image? Consequently, the Indicator is unable to realize the task of discernment unless he is shown some pattern. 
	In this imaginative – although far from fabricated fiction – situation, the subtlety of treating knowledge as an opposite empirical object becomes clear. First: knowledge is not liable to the habitual ostensive indication (the gesture, accompanying an eventual ‘This-is-knowledge’ instruction), needed for a preliminary identification. If not discerned, how could it be observed? The Observer risks to substituting the desired ‘object’ for something else. Being self-contained, knowledge is curiously closed between material embodiments and knowledgeable persons. The Observer is obliged to make use of a peculiar litmus-test intermediate – an involved Knower (indicator) – again hardly discernible through visible empirically signs. And the initiated Knower needs, in plus, to be demonstrated a pattern of what is liable to discernment… Hence, the simplest act of preliminary discernment – as prerequisite for further observation – proves impossible. The Observer has to dispose in advance of what he is empirically looking for… 
	Are these hardships surmountable if the Observer tries a way round – if he is smart enough to obtain an ability of understanding (by himself alone) this capricious object-knowledge? Imagine, he becomes learned and literate (cultivated in a language in which knowledge-object is expressed) and even trained in more sophisticated wits. He now understands but, by the very act of understanding, he has imperceptibly turned into his previous object (remind that understanding makes one with knowledge)! Our ‘empirical situation’ becomes, accordingly, rather distorted: provided with a phenomenon-knowledge, it now lacks a counter-standing Observer! Again, no ‘empirical approach’ is possible, simply because there is nobody to apply it! The minimal threshold of ‘distance’, needed for an observation, is now lost and the ‘empirical situation’ collapses. No hard-scientist – whose naturalistic, empirical approach has been borrowed and recommended for use​[1]​ – has ever experienced such dangerous metamorphosis into his Object…The situation outlined reminds a misfortunate impasse for any empirically disposed sociologist. The sole visible path to break the deadlock seems a trial to withdraw – certainly, a non-spatial distancing ‘outward’ from the state of involvement in knowledge-object. 
	 Unfortunately, both the pitfalls and the sole possible way out of this impasse were neglected or rather ignored.  When common knowledge is intended to be observed, then the Observer, naturally cultivated or involved therein, has an easy access to it’s understanding and discernment. So, he is a routine Indicator. This entails, however, a lot of self-deception – a light-minded conviction that ‘knowledge is here’, in his mind or before his eyes or ears. He could retell it but hardly – demonstrate. By means of retelling (transmission) one more Indicator is merely involved in understanding. The communication of both only changes the embodiment – say, from textual to spoken - and simultaneously the bearer. Retelling could eventually help an unlettered to be initiated but in no moment knowledge is laid bare for observation or demonstration! The great hardship for any empirically minded Observer is how to convert his own understanding into a distanced empirical object’, liable to demonstration. How and by what means such conversion is achievable?  
	The sole possible means are cognitive again. Introspective self-reflection is a familiar tool for positing as object one’s own former thoughts (or understanding) – for instance, by calling them ‘nonsense. The newly invented word substitutes all former content for a judgement about it. Former content (of understanding or thinking) is thrown ‘out’ – expulsed, left as designatum, as a ‘thing’ designated. The newly invented word brings in a new meaning – a meaning about. Can this operation be applied to knowledge? In daily round, any idea about knowledge makes a bold step of distancing.
	This step ‘frames’ former knowledge’ content, extracts thereof one or another quality, considered important by the Knower, fixes it in a separate notion. His procedure is an ‘abstraction’ – reminding a chemist’ ‘extraction’ but performed on knowledge and by cognitive means…The meaning of the defining word brings in a knowledge-about-knowledge, referring to the latter as a designatum, as an external quasi-object, now ‘pointed to’.  The contents of both no more coincide, as was the case with understanding. They are distanced, although related as polarities: the primary one left as designated object’, while the second - creating a knowledge-about-it, is of 2nd range, i.e. a meta-knowledge. Thus, the ordinary Knower performs a rudimentary meta-cognitive operation. 
	Insofar as the situational contents and forms of various knowledge’ units are an infinite multitude, so are their correlative meanings about, provided by common sense. The variety of changing popular meanings in one and the same word – knowledge – suggests an intuitive guess: probably all dispersed, incompatible at sight ‘knowledges’ and primary cognitive situations, have something in common – who knows?
2. Accessibility and discernment of scientific knowledge. The infant’s early learning, followed by literacy courses, is sufficient for his initiation in common knowledge. Thus ‘processed’, he understands almost automatically all contents, presented through words, texts, know-how, various devices or gestures. Scientific knowledge is not so immediately accessible. Its understanding requires additional training. Large parts of past scientific achievements are, in fact, packed and adapted for school training – a public form for imparting literacy, institutionalized long ago. Is an individual, provided with school education, capable to understand ‘fresh’ scientific texts? Is any graduate half-a-scientist, half – educated citizen, adapted to the intellectual and moral customs of his milieu, having good manners, competent in poetry, history, Bible’s cautionary tales? As ‘empirical being’, his knowledge is folded somewhere in-between all that. But anybody is aware, by personal life experience, that his normal or common literacy doesn’t give access to scientific knowledge.
	Are we to expect similar hardships and pitfalls to ‘empirical’ dealing with scientific knowledge, as the revealed above, still complicated by a harder initial access - the Observer’s need to cultivate/train first in order to understand? Could he get round the subtle proceeding of distancing – the sole available for positing knowledge as empirical object? Has sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) invented a new expedient for the same end?
	During the preliminary, tentative stage of the empirical-sociological approach, preceding the Programme Manifest, the hardships of access to scientific knowledge have seemingly been tested, at least in rough lines. Following to the habitual sociological canons, the object has been reduced to a ‘community of believers’ (a selection, eliminating the individual thinker together with all written & textual forms), whose otherwise hidden ‘knowledge’ seems expressed and observable in the “consistency of their linguistic usage and in the relationship between that usage and their actions” (Barnes B.,1972, p. 269). Do the language-gesture-action expressive forms reveal ‘knowledge’ more neatly to an Observer than others (individual and shared patterns of thought, pictures like a map, geometrical or architectural draughts)? Any command makes a regiment do harmonized actions. Are they expressing knowledge or simply a reaction to a menacing order?
	A ‘community of believers’ has, at first glance, the virtue of counter-standing, composite ‘object’ (initiated Knowers together with what they know). The Observer-sociologist is not involved therein – i.e. he is not obliged to understand their beliefs. How then will he discern that just the object intended is before his eyes – i.e. that such ‘community’ is composed of Knowers, and not of obedient officers? Isn’t he risking an imperceptible substitution of his intended object for another?  In order to avoid substitution, probably, B. Barnes initially suggests an access by means of involvement: “to gain an understanding of the meaning of actors’ beliefs by ‘empathy” (ibid. p.269). But empathy – as a direct intuitive access – represents a rather subtle, delicate and capricious tool, unreliable for a hard empirical labor. So, further on, he proposes a more reliable path for access – minimal familiarity with the respective scientific domain, taken as observed object (Ibid. p. 283). How much knowledge includes a ‘minimal familiarity’? Is the common knowledge, mastered by an Observer – a common knowledge sharing the natural language with a scientific one – a sufficient channel to understand the latter? Is a layperson-Englishman helped to understand theoretical physics, written in English, only relying on his natural mastering of his native language? What is a (minimal) semi-understanding? Finally, how the Observer’s involvement will serve as discerning indication for availability of knowledge and how next he will restitute his empirical position? 
	 Even if the Observer-sociologist manages to obtain a scientific training, his understanding makes him a part of his object - a metamorphosis, entailing a collapse of his empirical situation. Having become initiated, he dissolves within and makes one with his former object, unable to get apart and carry observation on it. In short, such an object as is knowledge, doesn’t lend itself be objectified. How then ‘an analysis’ would be started? No warning sign indicates for the pitfalls and risky surprises of the borrowed from the hard sciences naturalistic approach to be applied to scientific knowledge (now called ‘belief’). Later, the tentative procedure of involved discernment is abandoned and the Strong Programme declares that a ‘community of believers’ will be treated (simultaneously as intermediary Indicators for discernment and) as representative for the scientific-knowledge-object. Wasn’t the adequate discernment halted by the (outsider’s) approach thus chosen? The alternative – ‘from within outwards’ – was seemingly considered very hard and labor-consuming​[2]​, requiring in plus a subtle proceeding for ‘withdrawal’, the sociologist lacked patterns for. In fact, an alternative pattern, reconciling involved understanding with meta-cognitive outsider-ness was available, but it was disregarded and rejected on considerations for (excessive) radicalism.
 3. The scientist as Indicator and meta-scientist. Just like the case of common knowledge, the contents of scientific one are grasped only by the initiated – actor or participant in sociologists’ terms. 
The understanding scientist is then the most appropriate – even the sole – Indicator for discernment, and much more than that. He has proved an ability to perform the operation, called above ‘rudimentary meta-cognitive distancing’, and give notions about scientific knowledge. Still in farthest times, in remote antiquity, the proto-scientist managed to ‘extract’ particular specific features (qualities) of the latter – by means of introspective self-reflection, despite of the still lacking then word for ‘science’. By doing so, he engendered the polarity of meta-cognition, simultaneously with its empirically repulsed kind of knowledge, posited as object. It is fascinating to follow in details his proceeding, his tentative self-reflexive steps, yielding words about his specific enterprise.
	 Among the farthest ones​[3]​, available in the historical archives, is the word for ‘inquiry’, deciphered in the Rhind papyrus​[4]​:
	“Rules for enquiring into nature, and for knowing all that exists, [every] mystery, …every secret”.
	How just a word performs a setting apart of the two poles? The object referred to is the multitude of previously made cognitive acts. By means of a self-reflexive move (self-awareness) their common property – considered essential - is extracted’ and fixed in the meaning of the newly coined word, inquiry’. In the remote antiquity most meanings were shared in vivo, but here Athmose yields a deployment (definition) of this concise meaning: enquiry equals to attaining knowledge about nature, a knowledge of its mysteries and secrets. Thus, the meaning is a discernment of the specifics (generis specifica) of inquiry - distanced (pointed to) as object designated. 
	A word (about knowledge or cognition) incarnates a newly created pole of an Observer, contemplating his own previously performed inquiry-action. At sight, the ‘nature’ of the two poles is apparently similar– both are knowledge, both are logos. The subtlety consists in the following: the meta-cognitive meaning incarnates now a logos, while the formerly done ‘enquiry’ designated thereby – its opposite polarity, eidos. The Observer’s logos identifies the specific countenance of a counter-standing ‘object’ and fixes it in the meaning. The case reminds a normal empirical situation - the opposite object (i.e. cognitive act – inquiry) is detected, discerned and expulsed - it is only referred to​[5]​ and left outside the notion. Attention to the subtlety: such eidos, on its part, is a folded logos facing other objects (mysteries of nature). Everyone, interested in Egyptian mathematics XIX-XVII c. B.C., can consult the content of the papyrus text. The germs of a knowledge-about-cognition are so weak, the distancing step – so short and hardly perceptible. 
	Why this meta-cognitive effort is made at all? Can we suspect the ancient proto-scientist for self-interested ‘ideology’ or hypocrisy – doing something else but calling it ‘enquiry’? Isn’t scientific research (inquiry) a specific enterprise, quite different from all other kinds of learning – a peculiarity, deserving special name? Isn’t the attribute ‘scientific’, imparted later, implying approximately this proper specifics? Could an outside Observer, looking on a researcher’s action, understand what just the latter is making and abstract the specifics of his action, as well? Let’s leave aside theoretical mathematics and take G.Mendel as exemplary case. At sight, Mendel has grown beams, gathered the crop, sown them down and regularly irrigated. Judging from his actions, his Observer would have made the conclusion that ‘he is doing horticulture’. The invisible for alien’s gaze cognitive goal – to reveal a mystery of nature – dwells somewhere behind or beneath his visible acts. If Mendel himself spares reporting the kind of his enterprise as ‘scientific inquiry’, nobody could discern it as such by means of observation. But our Observer-sociologist disbelieves again: isn’t he deceiving me? I ignore what ‘inquiry’ means, the very word reminds to me Sh. Holmes’ investigation, and the researcher’s self-appropriated label ‘scientific’ is of dubious meaning​[6]​… The disbeliever can apply then a simple experimental test for distinctiveness: bring there a horticulturist and commission to him ‘pursue an inquiry and make a discovery’. What urged the ancient mathematician explicitly define what enquiry is – unless his probable surrounding of unbelievers?
	One can summarize the above said as follows:
I/ in both kinds – common and scientific – the estranged units of knowledge, in various materialized forms, are but parts of a formation, completed by initiated individuals’ understanding. In both cases, knowledge’ is a closed, self-contained formation: it changes forms and bearers but never appears in a pure state, exposed to the senses of an outsider. If the latter needs an access, he has either to become a Knower through initiation, or make use of an initiated Indicator. Both systems are not only self-contained but self-reproducing too: each transcends the individual bearer and transforms the new-comer’s reasoning, imparting to him additional supra-perception of understanding, by means of learning/training 
2/ both formations make use of natural language and other signs as vestment of the invisible knowledge’ content (as invisible, probably, as reasoning, understanding and other mysteries running in human head). Nevertheless, if all scientists understand common knowledge but the inverse doesn’t happen, then, presumably, the scientific one is of special kind. On the other hand, common knowledge is omnipresent, penetrating far and wide social life, certainly more complex as formation (although not in contents) and older of age. Could one make thereof a conjecture that, probably, common knowledge had been the genetic root – genus proximum – out of which the scientific kind emerged– as generis specifica? If so, then what basic properties the latter inherited and still shares with common knowledge, what other qualities it radically overturned and next created, what mutual relations established the two formations afterwards? Human knowledge is but usual abstraction out of the two distinct real formations – but their reality in social life still remains so difficult to be proved. Why the sociologists persist in confusing social reality with palpable materiality? 
3/ Knowledge is present in any human activity (except instincts). Nevertheless, the activity of ‘enquiring into nature for knowing’ –i.e. research, having as a goal acquisition of new knowledge – is unique for its cognitive goal and realization. In the above example, Mendel neither eats, nor sells the crop. Insofar, he is ‘disinterested’ and urged by curiosity to attain knowledge (not by means of the usual ‘learning’). As attests the Rhind papyrus, such individual non-utilitarian endeavor had been practiced in remote past but the resulting knowledge was often lost and rarely preserved. Hardly approved or understood by his social environment, the proto-researcher had a time ahead to provide with a surrounding of adherents and followers – a brotherhood, able to understand the cognitive result and use it for a next cognitive exploit. Why Plato’s Academy was even spatially isolated – at 6 leagues from Athens? The peculiar ‘use’ set apart a micro-community together with their knowledge-crop memorization (a stock apart from common knowledge). A generis specifica branded the newly emerged formation.
	‘Science’ is again a researcher’s notion, denoting his already framed, self-contained disciplinary surrounding, still less visible from outside than his research’ content. The word synthesizes a comprehensive glance all over his domain (field), composed of: memorized knowledge (stock of former discoveries), research, training & communications of the community of researchers​[7]​. Shared in vivo, the word for ‘science’ often changes meaning to denote only separated fragments of a disciplinary domain – its memorized knowledge, for instance, while ‘make science’ refers to research activity. Thus, the word scientia – which initially means ‘learning’ in common knowledge vocabulary – has been borrowed by the scientist and its meaning changed, to denote now the invisible specifics of his self-contained disciplinary field (domain). The new meaning already covers an enlarged scope of involved discernment-observation.
	 A further proliferation of research fields, setting up an evolved formation, goes beyond the scope of activity, observable by the practicing scientist. The grasp of generis specifica of the evolved formation – the sum-total of all ‘sciences’ - requires more complicated and sophisticated discernment, troubling to scientist’s introspection. Even if he perceives the specifics of his own domain, he has to compare its basic properties extracted with the similar of all other domains, next - to filtrate and screen the common features, to check up again their importance, to give them name or, at least – a descriptive definition. The scope observed is too large, the proceeding by consecutive generalizations and screening – too subtle. Respectively – a demonstration (or proof) of the validity of the finally derived ‘abstract is too sophisticated. Who was able to perform such complicated discernment?
	Certainly – a researcher, creative in several fields, mastering the knowledge of a lot of others, and perceptive to the meta-cognitive proceeding, as well. The familiar figure of Aristotle combined in one these three capacities. How looks like his final ‘extract’ of the proper specifics of all sciences? “All sciences share something in common; all of them proceed by proofs”(Aristotle). Obviously, the various ‘sciences’ (disciplines, fields or domains in today vocabulary), differing in studied objects, yield different contents of knowledge; hence, Aristotle has looked for and discerned their common specifics (distinctiveness) in their mode of cognitive proceeding. Since then on, one calls ‘scientific method’ this meta-cognitive abstract, drawn for the goal of an overall discernment of the generis specifica, well grounded but nonetheless an ‘extract’. 
	Insofar as ‘all sciences’ share also a lot of other features in common (e.g. knowledge’ creativity, theoretical forms of their knowledge, cognitive problems - as initial trigger to starting an inquiry; a 4-folded structure, a self-contained mode of performance), Aristotle’s proposal was contestable. Was demonstration (giving proof procedure of 1st range) the most essential feature, specific to all science’ fields? The chain of subsequent proposals gave rise to a separate field of inquiry – meta-science​[8]​, detached from the scientist’ self-reflexive hobby, though inheriting thereof – as raison d’etre – the problem of discernment. Having obtained further a displayed formulation – What is (the proper nature of) science? – it became a decisive trigger furthering meta-scientific research. 
	All along this formative process, meta-science engendered a new meaning for ‘all sciences’ – again implied in the notion for science - as ultimate abstract over the sum-total of all disciplines & fields, constituting its (polar) object. The What-problem, for instance, was formulated just in this notion (&meaning). Still today, the ambiguous meaning for science – first designating a particular discipline, then – implying the specifics of “all sciences” – is used in a pell-mell fashion for ignorance of the meta-cognitive procedures for discernment, the various meanings result of. Finally, even if the meta-cognitive endeavor for the last 4.000 years of advance (since the Rhind papyrus) has achieved but modest and ever contestable discernment, this is probably due to the enormous complexity of its object-science, on top of all evolving all along the time under observation. However, from the misfortunes of meta-science (philosophy, in particular) – failing thus far to resolve the What-is-science?-problem on the level of generis specifica of the whole formation​[9]​ – one can’t hastily conclude that science​[10]​ is devoid of whatever specifics (distinctiveness).
	What happened with the practicing scientist’ self-reflection after the taking up of his former introspective labor by a lot of fields, dedicated to specialized investigation of science, borrowing more sophisticated approaches from logic, philosophy, history, heuristics, sociology, psychology, all bearing an ‘…of science’  tail? The cases of Aug. Comte and W.Whewell still evidence for a double-role performed, as was the case with Aristotle. In 1937 C.Morris, R.Carnap and O.Neurath undertook a double initiative: started an International Encyclopedia of unified science, simultaneously declaring a “science of science” Programme (Reisch G., 153). On this large scale is still perceptible an intention to make two steps ‘from within outwards’: i/ attainment of an all-inclusive initiation - understanding of scientific knowledge ii/ a distanced thereof meta-cognitive generalization intended. Unfortunately, their ii/ endeavor, instead of descriptive-explanatory discernment, aspired rather to influence all sciences to become an integrated, unified whole. Hence, this programme is neither illustrative for a meta-cognitive proceeding, nor for a detachment of the meta-pole from science-object, regardless of the newly coined label ‘science of science’. By contrast, B.Russell’s Human understanding is indicative for a deep introspective meta-cognitive proceeding on both common and scientific knowledge, preceding his final definition of (human) knowledge. Unlike him, L. Wolpert (1992), discontent with the new sociologists’ denial of the specific nature of science, juxtaposes scientific to common knowledge (cognition) in order to reveal the specifics of the former. What a meta-scientist has to do with? Has he to disregard such introspective discernment ‘from within’ or, conversely – to take it into account as precursors’ meta-cognitive results, requiring further ‘distancing’? The first alternative entails a loss of access.
	Thus, the relation of a meta-scientist to the practicing scientist is very specific, too. On the one hand, the practicing scientist makes part of his object and has to be treated in the same ‘impartial’ fashion, as a naturalist treats the behavior or structure of molecules, chemical solutions or birds. On the other hand, the meta-scientist will go astray his non-discerned object (pieces of texts or research actions, for instance) if he abstains from resorting to the practicing scientist’ discerning capacity and make use of him as intermediate indicator. The latter’s invaluable help, if ‘trusted’, ensures an access to such willful object, as is science. By contrast, a scientist-naturalist establishes immediately a cognitive relation to his object by simply looking at it (some devices enhance his glance: microscope, telescope). However, in a lack of direct access, he is forced to make similar use of indirect indicators (the coloring of a solution as a symptom for such and such reaction). Let’s imagine now a naturalist, coming across a speaking molecule, loudly confessing, in its own language, its ramblings, trials and sufferings. After the astonishment, how will he proceed? Has he simply to re-write its words, or will try instead to translate them in the language of physics? Rather similar is the position of a doctor to his patient’s description of his state and pains: the doctor has to translate them in medical terms. Alas, the meta-science textbook is yet not written; it contains thus far only disparate, incomplete chapters, what impedes the unequivocal translation​[11]​. Insofar as the practicing scientist’ meta-cognitive procedures, judgements & notions-about-science are concerned, they have to be treated as ‘colleague’s’ works, inherited by contemporary meta-scientists – an inheritance, warrant for both adequate identification and positing science as empirical object. 
4. The pernicious non-discernment. What happens if an Observer is unable to discern an object, intended for observation? He will merely go astray – instead of contemplating a stone, he will gape at a tree or a bird. Into similar situation gets a sociologist – Observer of science, unable to grasp the specifics of his ‘object’, neglecting or denying it, but intentionally refusing to rely on science’ own self-discernment​[12]​(i.e. remaining “deaf to what scientists say about what they do”- Latour B., 1987, 87). Are scientists’ research actions, unlike scientific texts, directly open to a (penetrating) observation, as insists Latour?
	 The case ‘Mendel’s horticulture’ for an outside Observer was already examined. Having denied the ‘observed’ scientists’ self-reflexive discernment – namely, their ‘doing research’ confession - B.Latour is left with the miserable visibility of their ‘vegetable garden’ – the laboratory site. He has imperceptibly gone astray, substituting the invisible and empirically non-observable cognitive dimension for observable fragments of material covers. Misled along this side-track, he “never confronted with science” (Latour, ibid., p.259). How could one face or confront something, initially dwelling beyond the material space? Latour has gone astray his object, designated in the title as ‘science’ (in action).
	What entails the non-discernment for any ‘naturalistic’ approach? Merely that the empirical study intended can’t even start for a lack of object: the Observer is unable to recognize whether his intended object (knowledge) is before his eyes or someone’s lost luggage. The trick of tacit use of science’ self-discernment when selecting the terrain for sociological investigation (scientific texts, scientific institute, scientists’ dispute) is misleading: if ‘there is nothing distinctive in science’, then the sociologist will be looking at a researcher but see instead only a Homo sapiens exemplar. Isn’t the methodological donor – general sociology – blamable for this shortage? Another cause can be suspected. In the ambition to expand their former terrain by incorporating a fragment of science, the sociologists’ rough preliminary identification had probably suggested certain similarity – say, of ‘scientific society’ to the previous objects treated by sociology (society and social’). The available methodological arsenal, capable to interpret only the latter, was probably estimated apt to process, handle and appropriate the new acquisition too.  Unfortunately, the new terrain happened to contain also other boring, protruding specific peculiarities (called ‘scientific’), beyond the interpretative capacity of the available sociological tools. Consequently, the inconvenient, ‘useless’ specifics were removed and eliminated. Such purge re-moulds the new fragment of terrain, making it apt for incorporation. But the very assimilative cutting-off operation is risky – certainly not so pernicious as a surgical cutting off and throwing out a patient’s hearth. The cutting-off purge is performed by means of mere disregard (abstraction from) and even by more eager denial of whatever proper nature to science. The attribute ‘scientific’, certainly resulting from science’ self-discernment, will further on be put in brackets and anathemized for expressing an  ‘ideology of scientists themselves’. Unfortunately, the cutting-off purge, reshaping the countenance of the incorporated terrain, simultaneously enhances the non-discernment and leads to a tacit substitution of the initial object. A geologist might, of course, look at a stone and see through remote tectonic formative processes. His sight is penetrative. But a methodological deficiency could deform a contemplated object, substitute it for another and even create a mirage or imagery: a sociologist, looking at scientific texts, would see but scribbles on paper, resembling Lake Leman; through a scientific society’ he will imagine a political conspiracy. It is now easy to explain why the new-sociologist trend has omitted to include in it’s empirically designed Programme a requirement for adequacy of it’s explanatory fabrications to facts about science (i.e. meta-scientific justification, proof, groundness – to avoid the ‘awful’ truthfulness), obligatory to any empirical study. 
	The multidisciplinary cluster Social studies of science (SSS or still STS), evolved from the new-sociological (and a lot of auxiliary) approach(es), was proud to push the non-discernment up to a denial, i.e. to turn a methodological incapability into an alleged virtue – loudly denying whatever specific proper nature to science. But if the latter actually lacks whatever generis specifica, and were thoroughly equal to society at large (or other particular social fragments), then such object neither needs nor deserves any special investigation: sociology tout court (without the “…of science” tail) is more than enough, if capable at all. There is hardly a graver offense to an empirical discipline, pretending to be scientific itself, than the lack of (real specific) object. Hence, the SSS/STS denial of their object’ specifics is but a self-destructive move – a kamikadze, they lack awareness of…Their self-caused defeat even doesn’t need ‘science wars’ to be made public.
5. Substitution of scientific for common knowledge. The above situation is entailed by a non-discernment of generis specifica of the entire formation – science as a whole, composed itself of multiple and various constituents, each – a sa facon – marked by ‘scientificity’. When the heuristic specifics of scientific research is neglected, the latter is reduced either to farming or to handicraft; but when the specifics of scientific knowledge is neglected, one falls imperceptibly into the realm of its genus proximum - common knowledge. This self-deceptive substitution ensues from a purge of terrain, as outlined above; it is applied when the available methodological tools are unable to process the redundant specifics of a new ‘object’ intended for incorporation. Even if such stylization is performed as a mere neglect or disregard, the operation substitutes, in fact, the object intended to be picked out for another. Try to plough up a piece of land by means of a sewing needle: if you stick to the device, you have to change the land for cloth. 
	The founders of the new sociological empirical approach to scientific knowledge could hardly have foreseen all after-effects of their initial ‘there-is-nothing-special-in-science’ affirmation. A disregard – known also as ‘abstraction from’- is commonly a legitimate cognitive operation on condition that one remains aware of the persistence of the quality or aspect disregarded in the object under study. A disregard pushed to extreme leads to a denial (‘this one is useless or inaccessible to me, therefore it doesn’t exist’ - exemplifies a degeneration of the same cognitive tool). When an object’s essential quality, related to its proper nature is disregarded or still worse – denied – the latter is easily substituted for another. In the case under scrutiny: i/ when the attribute ‘scientific’ of science’ knowledge is discarded, one gets into the abstraction ‘knowledge in general’ ii/ when the phenomenal reality of the first is quitted, one gets into its neighboring phenomenon – common knowledge. “The sociologist is concerned with knowledge, including scientific knowledge, purely as a natural phenomenon” (D.Bloor, 1976-91, p.5). One is left to wonder what just ‘natural phenomenon’ is suddenly meant by the abstraction of ‘knowledge’ here; seemingly the abstraction is valued for itself alone: ”It …(The strong programme – D.Y.) imposes on itself the need for the same kind of generality as other sciences” (ibid., p.13). What then happens with the respective ‘natural phenomenon’ – denoted by the higher abstraction? Isn’t, suddenly, ‘natural phenomenon’ brought in to mean the average of all humans’ cognitive capacities & individual wits acquired (a psychologist’ generalizing abstract)? Or the removal of the attribute ‘scientific’ and its further use in brackets – [scientific] knowledge - performs a shift toward the formation of common knowledge?  Thus, the real object declared for exploration – namely, scientific knowledge – is substituted for another, apparently similar, even congenial, but not identical.  
	Is the study of common knowledge easier than that of scientific one? 
	Only at a first glance – yes, it is more accessible for understanding as the Observer is supposed to share it naturally. But, as we have already examined, understanding is but a manifestation of knowledge-object itself, a property of the latter – hence a barrier to the Knower’s further estrangement. Involved in a cognitive situation (of 1st order), the Knower simply deploys certain surprising “natural vision”: behind the material signs he perceives other ‘things’ together with certain sense or meaning (for instance, what are the things designated looking like or how could they be handled or used). A discernment of knowledge in his cognitive situation amounts to extraction and fixation of certain invariable, constant patterns, irrespective of the varying knowledge’ contents, locked up. Remind: only by means of a withdrawal the Knower could estrange knowledge as (opposite) empirical object, simultaneously turning himself into an Observer!
	Admirable as it is for its skillful meta-cognitive distancing, the introspective self-reflection is however restrained. The scope of observation of the involved participant is narrow. He can isolate, for instance, certain constant ‘structure’ in a range of ready-made knowledge units – e.g. the triangle ‘sign-designation-meaning’ and elaborate thereof a (2nd range) meaning about ‘knowledge’. But G.Frege’s triangle will omit a lot of instances where a sign-gesture acts as direct instruction (e.g. ‘passage prohibited’ or still the opposite case of notched trees marking the shortest mountain path). Aren’t they pre-linguistic forms of knowledge transmission?  Wouldn’t the meaning for ‘what is knowledge’ be different for people with different cognitive experience or more (less) powerful introspective intellectual capacity? Isn’t this meaning changing from person to person, anyone having his own idea of what knowledge could be: for one – his own know-how, for other – the wisdom of forefathers? In common knowledge this versatile meaning runs in vivo; its equalization and standardization are slow. The interweaving of knowledge with language and thinking, the variety, multiplicity and dispersion of its ready-made forms in a complex but still ignored cohesion, the hardships of including therein the Knower’s own understanding - create a lot of difficulties to embrace the whole formation and define (outline or frame) it unequivocally. The biological, psychological and logical interpretations – in terms of perception, self-evidence, factual support, credibility, inference, belief, memory, etc. - are but traces indicative for introspection.​[13]​ As suggested, the scope of self-reflection is narrow. In plus, this proceeding tends to ‘extract’ a couple of commonly shared properties born by all relevant knowledge units, in order to define what (common) knowledge is. Could the observational angle be enlarged so, as to embrace the modus operandi of the whole heterogeneous formation? 
	Discontent (probably) with former introspective narrowness and simultaneously looking for unoccupied terrain, suitable for sociological tillage, D.Bloor has tried another way round. Assuming the role of disengaged, non-involved, ‘impartial’ Observer, he has looked for an estrangement of knowledge by involved people – in palpable, visible, ‘morphological’ forms, as any other empirical object enjoys. Ignoring that ‘knowledge’ is a special case among empirical phenomena, requiring respectively a special meta-cognitive dealing with, D.Bloor’s preliminary expectation was that the ‘knowledge of others’ would be naturally opposite to him – a counter-standing formation, reminding any other empirical phenomenon. The very trial deserves congratulations but the outsider’s position strikes to unexpected pitfalls.
	Imagine a group of people, to which somebody shows subsequently the sign 5, a lifted palm and the word ‘five’ loudly shouted. They could perceive the same meaning in the three morphologically different ‘signs’ but this special understanding runs in their heads, inaccessible to an Observer. The latter has to wait for certain uniform group reaction – say, in all three cases the group makes equal number of steps or begins singing a choral psalm. Are the latter estrangements of knowledge, empirically observable from outside? Has there been knowledge at all? Obviously, in order to discern availability or lack of knowledge in the observed events, the Observer has to dispose in advance with a pattern of What knowledge is and how it is related to signs, gestures or language. The situation is somewhat paradoxical: the Observer has to dispose in advance of what he is looking for! (Thus, he experiences on his meta-level the self-containment of knowledge: one can comprehend only on condition of being ‘processed’ in advance; if this ‘someone’ is a meta-cognitive Inquirer, then his pre-disposition is known as ‘conjectural guess’). 
	Would he try to find a way out of the trouble by simply asking the observed group, he shares the same common language with, What knowledge is?  Everybody has some impressions about knowledge, liable to be expressed in words. But the involved participants’ confessions would far remind a sick patient’s complaint before his doctor: the latter has yet to translate the reported sufferings and lamentations in medical terms, by comparison with the ‘normal patterns’. In short, their reported impressions are but a semi-distancing, liable to further isolation of the pattern sought for (what is the proper nature of knowledge in terms of structure, attributive properties, mode of being, etc.). Hence, our Observer has first to elaborate a theory (corresponding to the doctor’s textbook) about this strange phenomenon – or, at least, to compose a preliminary conjectural conception, treating participants’ introspective reports as primary ‘data’, liable to translation in sensible theoretical terms. Alas, the new-sociologists’ theory was not composted over the last 30 years of empirical study on science – and even if it was, it would have been a theory about common knowledge. 
	Let’s look at D.Bloor’s preliminary definition: “…  knowledge is whatever people take to be knowledge. It consists of those beliefs which people confidently hold and live by. In particular… beliefs which are taken for granted or institutionalized, or invested with authority by groups of people” (D.Bloor, 1991, 5 p.). The first sentence declares the Observer-sociologist’ position: a distanced, non-involved positing of his object as ‘knowledge of people’, able to discern it as such. The stance declared fosters an illusion of an opposite – empirical - availability of knowledge-object, hold by others. On their shoulders is, however, thrown the care to make a meta-cognitive step of introspective self-reflection, of fixing the versatile phenomenon dwelling in their understanding, of discerning its ignored structure or attributive properties, of designing and yielding a meaning of 2nd range about knowledge… But ‘people’, lacking epistemological training, find such task useless and futile. The next sentence, then, looks like a helping submission of pattern – a preliminary conjectural outline of the object, liable to discernment: what it consists of. People are encouraged, in their folk language, to expose what they consider (believe) to be knowledge. In plus, the substitution of the logically burdened word ‘knowledge’ for a psychological ‘belief’​[14]​, was intended to clean out whatever logical predisposition and apply a ‘drastic abandonment’ (B. Russell) of former concept a la Dewey. An expected form of estrangement is suggested – ‘institutionalized beliefs’; if taken literally, the expression reminds the Church as institutionalized religious faith. Or, rather, the folk wisdom is meant, in the form of habits and proverbs, taken on trust (confidence)? 
	Thus, the notion for ‘belief’, put as a conjectural pattern, provides a presumable 2nd range meaning about knowledge, intended to help its discernment. Why just ‘belief’ has been chosen, despite of the author’s awareness of its negative and misleading nuance​[15]​? D. Bloor declares the rationale for such choice as follows: it releases former involved biased position, assessing knowledge as truthful or false. The Strong Programme aspires to impartiality (tenet 2, p.7)​[16]​, i.e. non-involvement. By means of a roundabout manoeuvre, the introspective discernment is commissioned to (knowledgeable) ‘people’-actors. Understanding is a routine for them. So is retelling. But extracting qualities of their own acts of understanding takes them at a loss. Advised not to discriminate between truth and lie, experienced (empirical) conviction and credibility on trust, they are expected to report ‘the beliefs they hold and live by’. Which ones? The shared belief that summer will come after spring, and the sun will shine again tomorrow?​[17]​ Retelling the ordinary beliefs they live by, the actors-Knowers send back to their Observer-sociologist the care of making the decisive next step of re-interpreting the beliefs confessed, similarly to the doctor’s re-interpretation of his patient’s lamentations. The spatial distance separating the Observer from Knowers – adopted in the hope to spare philosophical abstractions on the matter and provide a fresh counter-standing object (remind – knowledge is the object intended for study), happily endowed of speech and consciousness – proves to be a self-deceptive manoeuvre. The Observer is overrun with aggregation of accounts but such abundance is still a stamp-collection. The latter will be turned into ‘empirical data’ about ‘knowledge’ only by means of a conjecture (conception), stating what knowledge could be. 
	The Observer can then try once again to minimize his initial task (to reveal the proper nature of scientific knowledge) and focus only on ‘an aspect’ (fragment) of the shifted phenomenon – common knowledge. His gaze will be restrained only to the spreading, transfer and transmission of (common) knowledge all over society. His initial pattern for ‘belief’ will then provide a framework for observation, through which can be registered only a transformation of some consolidated knowledge’ forms into a ‘processed individual’. This transmission is inheritance or adoption-on-trust. Are ‘people’ conscious about, could they report it? The early baby’s learning, all furnished and sustained “collective patterns of thought in the individual psyche” (Bloor,1976-1991, p. 15), are suggested as instances for the transmission in question. Similar ‘furnishing’ is observable in science, too – the future researcher is formed in the disciplinary background knowledge all along his education and apprenticeship. Certain similarity of both common & scientific cognizance is commonplace; it is probably due to their common genetic roots and still shared lower layers (in plus, both are expressed in language, both have content, etc.). No scientist can skip or dismiss the elementary reasoning operations: sensitive impressions, forming ideas, making sense, dealing with ‘kind of things’ through words, etc.​[18]​ The evolved forms – like scientific traditions – are further on conditioning (influence) not only individual research but also the actual process of knowledge provision-assessment-adoption​[19]​.  It is a commonplace postulate, after Fleck and Kuhn, that the inherited “collective patterns” dominate over individual research act and its content (problem setting, conjectural guess, handling facts, etc.). But the great challenge of T.Kuhn’ legacy can be summarized as follows: in what these traditions are just scientific; how they require and even impose renovation-increase of the inherited knowledge; how further they manage to reconcile the polarity (inheritance vs. knowledge-creativity) into a progressive march?
	In short, the utmost challenge is to discern the scientific in the collective dimension – alongside the self-contained, quasi-circular process of scientific knowledge’ metamorphoses​[20]​(even without peeking into the research-act’ objective content or into its resulting, new knowledge unit) – as did P. Bourdieu, for instance​[21]​. I can suggest even more: the formation of science radically differs from common knowledge just in the collective dimension of process metamorphoses. They are different in modus vivendi. When one fails to identify this radical difference and carries out ‘analysis’ of scientific traditions/inheritance only to obliterate their peculiar specifics, he tacitly reduces science either to common knowledge or to mass culture. His idle talk only renames ‘social’​[22]​ all science’ distinctive collective constituents except the obvious and manifest individual creativity, openly denied. This vain equilibristics is called ‘application of sociological approach’.
5. The Critique. Nowadays one is bewildered how an empirical study of science – a traditionally valued warrant for adequacy – could have yielded so a distorted portrayal of scientific enterprise, as given by the STS field.  The critique reverts to their roots – the Strong Programme, out of which STS has stemmed after multiple turns, switches and branching - trying to detect whether the new-sociologists’ approach wasn’t ‘initially vitiated’ (Sokal&Bricmont), defective and inappropriate for a study of scientific knowledge. 
	The critique focused first on the initially disregarded and next denied by this approach, objective content of scientific knowledge.  Any knowledge is knowledge about something and this ‘about’ covers its objective content. What remains thereof if the content is effaced? Empty sounds and vain jabber. Disemboweled of content, only empty nonsensical words clank as empty vessels!​[23]​ However, a meta-cognitive proceeding can (provisionally) disregard (or put in shade) one aspect or dimension of its object in order to make loom another. Then D. Bloor justifies with ease his proceeding​[24]​ - forgetting to compare the importance of the two fragments. His disregard prepared a subsequent denial of science’ cognitive dimension, by the constructivist branch - a counterfactual, incorrect and flawed step. Even G. Sismondo – adherent of the new-sociological trend in Science Studies – set forward counter-arguments. 	A second target of the critique was the neglect of the familiar weight ratio parameters of any knowledge’ content: truthful-erroneous, grounded (substantiated)-fabricated, meaningful-nonsensical, new-trivial, all of them evened down by the ‘symmetry tenet’​[25]​. The critique has failed to notice the substitution of scientific for common knowledge: in everyday life there is probably no difference between truth and lie, grounded and fabricated beliefs, reality and fiction, meaningful and nonsensical wit, wise and dull, all adopted on considerations for usefulness or comfort!
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^1	  The ‘naturalistic approach’ (D.Bloor, 1976-91, p.14) to scientific knowledge, launched by the Strong Programme, had to be applied by means of four familiar tenets. This empirical approach, borrowed from hard sciences, was presumed to be directly applicable to the study of science, thus guaranteeing the proper ‘scientificity’ of sociology: “If sociology could not be applied in a thorough-going way to scientific knowledge it would mean that science could not scientifically know itself… (if science- D.Y) cannot be afforded the same treatment, this would make it a special case, a standing exception to the generality of its own procedures” (ibid., p.46). I’ll try to demonstrate further that science is, in fact, a special case, requiring, accordingly, specific procedures for positing it as ‘empirical object’ for investigation
^2	  “Evidemment, rien n’empeche un sociologue d’acquerir une telle comprehension – ou bien de travailler en equipe avec des scientifiques qui la possedent deja…”- A. Sokal, J. Bricmont, 1997, p. 94
^3	  The Babylonian word ummanu meant learned person, scribe, teacher and craftsman
^4	  The Rhind papyrus contains two rolls (British Museum) and a fragment connecting them, discovered by the New York Historical Society – G. Sarton, A history of science, p. 37
^5	  The habitual ostensive gesture, pointing to an opposite object, is evidently impossible when knowledge is ‘object’ of (a secondary, meta) cognition: it remains only a designatum, a connotation of the respective word
^6	  The so important operation of meta-cognitive self-discernment, performed by the initiated Knower (actor, in sociological terms) – as the sole possible step toward positing scientific knowledge (cognition) as empirical object – is still ignored, underestimated and neglected by the new-sociologists’ approach. The specifics implied in the meaning about ‘scientific knowledge & ‘science’, shared in vivo among scientists-actors, is considered a ‘matter of agreement’, revisable by a sociologist – cf. B. Barnes & al., 1996, Chpt.6, Drawing Boundaries, esp. p. 140
^7	  the self-contained modus vivendi of all scientific disciplines is illustrated by B. Barnes in the form of a circle (About science, fig. 2.1, p. 41). The memorized fund is called by him ‘knowledge of specialty’
^8	  By ‘meta-science’ I mean the still tacit, background methodological foundations – as outlined above – conditioning any study of science, regardless of the approach, borrowed from philosophy, or logic & psychology of discovery, history, sociology, etc. 
^9	  “In fact, defining the nature of science and scientific method with rigour and consistency turns out to be extremely difficult…For scientists, defining the nature of science is of only marginal interest… For philosophers of science, and for some sociologists, by contrast, the nature of science and the validity of scientific knowledge are central problems. These observers have found the nature of science puzzling, and some have even come to doubt whether science is, after all a special and privileged form of knowledge – ‘privileged’ in that it provides the most reliable means of understanding how the world works” – L. Wolpert (1992), p. 101
^10	  It was suggested above that science-as-formation is endowed with specific, systemic ‘surplus’, irreducible to the sum-total of its constituents. But for D. Bloor ‘science’ equals to ‘scientific knowledge’: “Science is our form of knowledge”(D. Bloor, 1976-91, p. 161)
^11	  A  Meta-science Program was launched by H.Tornebohm in 1963. His intention was more ambitious than to bring together, in a common locus, all science-studying fields; he hoped to turn them into one integral discipline – metascience. His Program started by a “distillation” of the disparate approaches but failed to generate an adequate methodology, still missing
^12	  I mean not only the basic vocabulary of notions designating various science’ constituents (like scientific research, scientific discipline, scientific knowledge, scientific problem, scientific dispute, etc.) – all provided by the meta-cognitive efforts of scientists-actors themselves) but also the separate preservation of  ‘science files’ in public libraries, for instance, or the label ‘scientific institute or laboratory’, in the lack of which no sociologist would find his terrain for empirical (field) work and will go instead into a Bank or a pub. When interested, the sociologist tacitly relies on science’ self-discerning indications
^13	  “There are, broadly speaking, three ways that have been suggested for coping with the difficulties in defining ‘knowledge’. The first, and oldest, is to emphasize the concept of ‘self-evidence’. The second is to abolish the distinction between premises and conclusions, and to say that knowledge is constituted by a whole body of beliefs. The third and most drastic is to abandon the concept of ‘knowledge’ altogether and substitute [for – D.Y.] ‘beliefs that promote success’ – and here ‘success’ may perhaps be interpreted biologically… knowledge is a matter of degree. The highest degree is found in facts of perception, and in the cogency of very simple arguments. The next highest degree is in vivid memories. When a number of beliefs are each severally in some degree credible, they become more so if they are found to cohere as a logical whole” (B. Russell, 172, 174)
^14	  It is ranged somewhere in-between the psyche and reasoning. According to D. Hume, the formation of  an ‘idea, or belief’ is performed by reasoning ( Hume D., A Treatise of Human Nature, book 1 “Of the understanding”, part III, VII-X)
^15	  [former] “sociology of error, belief or opinion, but not knowledge as such” – D. Bloor, 1976, p. 14
^16	  “The symmetry requirement is meant to stop the intrusion of a non-naturalistic notion of reason into the causal story”(D. Bloor, 177p.)
^17	  In this sense is used ‘belief’ by D. Hume
^18	  But one can’t allude nor conclude thereof that both are identical. If you perceive a similarity between an elephant’ trunk and a watering-pot bend would you conclude they are one and the same thing? A. Sokal has detected the new sociologists’ reduction of science to everyday knowledge, implied in their proceeding: “[According to them – D.Y.] there is no fundamental ‘metaphysical’ difference between the epistemology of science and the epistemology of everyday life. Historians, detectives, and plumbers – indeed, all human beings – use the same basic methods of induction, deduction, and assessment of evidence as do physicists or biochemists. Modern science tries to carry out these operations in a more careful and systematic way…” (A. Sokal, in A house built on sand. Exposing postmodernist myths about science, p.17)
^19	  cf. The sociological reading of Millikan case – in B.Barnes, D.Bloor, J.Henry, Scientific knowledge. A sociological analysis, 2.3.
^20	  as visualized, for instance, by B.Barnes in Figure 2.1. - communication and evaluation of research (About science)
^21	  in terms of ‘ a separate world’ (un monde apart), he describes the specific ‘space structure’ and its peculiar ‘rules of the game’ imposed on the individual scientist inserted therein (Bourdieu P., Science de la science et reflexivite – Lecturing course at College de France presented in 2001)
^22	  Methodologically sensitive, D. Bloor warned against such extremism: “…i.e. the near meaningless claim that knowledge is ‘purely social’ or ‘merely social’ (D. Bloor, 1991, p.166)
^23	  Its initial neglect by the Strong Programme was further on turned into a stronger denial by the constructivist branch
^24	  “… there are good reasons for a special emphasis on the social characteristics of science…”- D. Bloor, The strengths of the Strong programme, in: J.R.Brown (ed.), 1984, p. 75
^25	  cf. N. Koertge, The zero-sum assumption and the symmetry thesis, in: SSS, vol. 29/5, 1999
^26	  although its ‘naturalness’ escapes for rigid demonstration thus far
